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Abstract

Aim of the Study: The aim of the research is to develop a monitoring system for daily aerobic motor activity of student and working youth and to prove its effectiveness through increasing their physical health. Materials and Methods: The research was conducted on the basis of the Municipal Sports Club "Progress" (Udmurt Republic, Russia) in the section "Recreational Running". 84 respondents took part, who were divided into two age categories: student youth - boys and girls of 18 - 27 years old (n = 46) and working youth - men and women of 28 - 40 years old (n = 38). To determine the level of physical health, the methods of E.A. Pirogova and N.M. Amosov were used, including express train-estimation of the testee’s body physical condition level in terms of the cardiovascular system. Mathematical and statistical processing of the results was carried out according to the Chi-square at p < 0.01 and p < 0.05.

Results: It is found out that the introduction of a monitoring system for daily aerobic motor activity, including the calculation of steps while walking and running under various modes of movement, stimulates athletes to increase their daily, weekly and monthly activity.

Conclusion: The obtained research data showed that the impact of aerobic motor activity had a significantly greater impact on working youth of 28 - 40 years old. On the basis of mathematical and statistical processing of the results the study has proved that an active lifestyle at a high and medium motor level, including daily aerobic exercise, significantly increases the level of physical health and functionality of athletes.
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Introduction

Recently, many researchers have proved that the implementation of the optimal motor activity of a person in its various forms has a positive effect on the state of health, the level of physical fitness and the functional state of the body [1]. Today, the fitness market offers a variety of systems for monitoring and self-monitoring the state of various ages athletes physical performance [2]. Various programmes and techniques for monitoring all body systems are popularized [3-5], in particular, the key one for analyzing the fitness of the body - the
cardiovascular system [6]. It is the functional state of the cardiovascular system that is regulated by the central nervous system [7]. It is synergistically associated with the activity of all organs and systems and therefore is a reflection of the organism functional state as a whole [8].

One of the main conditions for the full functioning of the human cardiovascular system is systematic physical exercise [9]. It is the sequence of performing physical activity in daily, weekly, and monthly regimes that ensures the transition of urgent adaptive reactions of the body to long-term adaptation to loads [10]. A positive effect can be achieved only when the effect of one activity is combined with the action of the next, if new compensation of energy resources [7]. In turn, this means that the basis for the development of fitness is the systematic impact of the load and the regularity of its repetition [11,12]. Violation of the systematicity and gradualness principle during the training process cannot only give the desired healing effect, but also lead to serious health problems [13,14]. The individual design of a programme for the implementation of physical activity should include the correct selection of exercises, their dosage and power of exposure [2]. However, despite the identified relevance of the physical exercises implementation for the physical health of young people. An insufficiently studied issue, in our opinion, is the methodological preparation of student and working youth for independent monitoring and, on its basis, the development of individual motor activity during the day, week or a specific training cycle. In this regard, the study determined the aim of the research is to develop a monitoring system for daily aerobic motor activity of student and working youth and to prove its effectiveness through increasing their physical health.

Materials and Methods

The research was conducted on the basis of the Municipal Sports Club "Progress" (Udmurt Republic, Russia) in the section "Recreational Running". 84 respondents took part. They were divided into two age categories: student youth - boys and girls from 18 to 27 years old (n = 46) and working youth - men and women from 28 to 40 years old (n = 38). In turn, each age group of participants was divided into two groups of the EG and the CG. All subjects did not have chronic diseases, however, a preliminary section revealed in most subjects a low level of physical health according to the methods used for the research. Only in a few isolated cases did the EG (n = 3) and the CG (n = 4) record an average level. All participants agreed to participate in the experiment and had independent experience with low and medium intensity physical activity.

The study used theoretical analysis and generalization of scientific and methodological literature, a pedagogical experiment, methods of mathematical statistics for Chi-square at p < 0.01 and p < 0.05. Prior to the experiment, mathematical-statistical uncertainty of differences in the level of physical health between the EG and the CG at p > 0.05 was recorded.

To determine the level of physical health the method E.A. Pirogova was used, it allows for rapid assessment of the physical condition level by an indicator of the circulatory system, according to the formula below: X = (700-3*HR-2.5*APd+(APs-APd)/3-2.7*A+0,28*W)/(350-2.7*A+0.21*G), HR - heart rate, G - body growth, cm; W - body weight, kg; A - age, full years, APs - arterial systolic pressure, APd - arterial diastolic pressure. High level: X ≥ 0.8; average level: 0.8 > X > 0.4; low level: X ≤ 0.4.

To determine the level of the organism functional capabilities, the method of N.M. Amosov was used. Respondents were monitored on the basis of the following formula: X = 0.011*HR+0.014*APs+0.008*APd+0.014*A+0.009*W-(0.009*G+0.27). High level: X ≤ 2.3; average level: 2.3 < X < 3.1; low level: X ≥ 3.1.

Procedure

During the experimental period (4 months), athletes performed daily and weekly self-monitoring of aerobic motor activity, consisting of various speed modes. Self-monitoring stimulated the participants in the experiment to an independent physical activity, optimal for maintaining the body’s health, on the principle of “at least 10,000 steps per day” on daily, weekly and monthly cycles. During the research period, athletes from the CG carried out self-monitoring of motor activity using various mobile applications in smartphones and sports...
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gadgets. In turn, the participants in the EG study during the experiment monitored individual aerobic activity, consisting of walking and running in various speed modes, using authoring. Based on the analysis of special literature on the study of the respondents energy consumption for motor activity at different speeds and under different conditions [9,15-17] the author’s system for monitoring daily aerobic motor activity was developed (Figure 1).

For four months, participants in the EG study performed self-control of steps at the time of performing the aerobic exercise of a cyclic nature daily. Each type of load in a different speed mode had a special coefficient. By counting the steps while walking or running steps at each time interval of physical activity of a cyclic nature, the athlete multiplied the resulting number by the corresponding coefficient. Moreover, when implementing walking or running in an area with a mountain surface, the result obtained in the previous calculation was multiplied again by a factor corresponding to the climb by the athlete during the load. Climb measurement during exercise was carried out using the special “Altimeter” function in a fitness tracker connected to a smartphone while driving. All data were entered in a special diary of self-control on paper or in a mobile phone through the use of a special mobile application. The main goal set for the respondents at the beginning of the experiment included a set of as many daily steps as possible, calculated using the author’s coefficient system. The minimum value that the respondents of the EG should have collected during each week during the experiment: 70,000 steps according to the author’s model. The process of counting motor actions was carried out for the most part by the EG (n = 29) of the respondents using fitness trackers, pedometers and other special devices. A smaller part of the EG (n = 13) - without the use of special gadgets. Participants in the experiment, implementing monitoring without the use of special equipment, used a stopwatch and maps of the area, as well as special recommendations from the mentor:

- The individual step length can be found out by measuring a distance of 20 meters and go through it at the usual average speed, counting steps. After this, it is necessary to divide the distance traveled in centimeters by the number of steps taken;
- The running step is calculated based on the estimated length of 65% of the respondent’s height. However, this length cannot be considered universal for all athletes, but focusing on this figure, one can experimentally determine the approximate optimal length

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Walking (km / h)</th>
<th>Running (km / h)</th>
<th>Walking stairs (km / h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 4</td>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>80-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>9-10</td>
<td>100-120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7</td>
<td>&gt; 10</td>
<td>120-140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climb during load (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 1: Monitoring system for daily aerobic motor activity.

of a running step. In which running becomes easy, smooth, not exhausting and does not require constant control over the position of the limbs and body;

- The speed of movement is determined by calculating the distance (using the navigator on the phone or a location map with a scale), the steps taken, divided by the time spent on the motor activity;

- The speed of walking or running can be calculated based on the standard values proposed for the participants of the experiment: 75 - 95 steps per minute = 3 - 4 km/h or 95 - 115 steps per minute = 4 - 6 km/h.

Results

As shown in figure 2 and 3, the number of participants in the EG and CG in the percentage for the three level groups in the control section is significantly different with a confidence level of $p < 0.01$ in the age group of working youth and with a confidence level of $p < 0.05$ in the age group of students according to the methods used in the study. It indicates the positive impact of the experiment.

The recorded data at the end of the experiment showed the effectiveness of the experimental work according to the method of E.A. Pirogova (Figure 2) and according to the method of N.M. Amosov (Figure 3). For all age categories, the significance of differences between the EG and the CG by the methods of physical health and functionality analysis was revealed. Moreover, the implementation in practice of the athletes author’s daily monitoring model’ walking and running has a significantly greater impact on working youth from 28 to 40 years old ($p < 0.01$), compared with the significance of the difference between the EG and the CG ($p < 0.05$) for the age group of students. As a result of the experiment, it was found that the implementation of daily monitoring, including counting steps when walking and running under various modes of movement according to the system proposed in the study, stimulates respondents to increase their daily, weekly and monthly activity.

For a more reliable study of the author’s development positive influence, the results of the EG were studied after the end of the experiment within the focus group. This analysis aimed at identifying the optimal motor daily and weekly regimen of the athlete for a signifi-

![Figure 2: The results of the EG and the CG after the experiment according to the method of E.A. Pirogova by age.](image)
cantly healing effect from aerobic exercise. Based on the analysis of the self-monitoring diaries of the participants in the EG study during the study according to the proposed system of coefficients, the respondents were divided into three groups regardless of age. EG1 (n = 8) - participants who implemented a 13-week cycle at a high level of physical activity: the average weekly volume of aerobic load of a cyclic nature during the experiment recorded more than 80,000 steps according to the author’s model. EG2 (n = 20) - at an average level of motor activity: more than 75,000 steps, but less than 80,000 steps according to the author’s system. EG3 (n = 14) - at a low level of motor activity: less than 75,000 steps according to the author’s system.

A previous analysis of the data allowed us to identify in which age category of athletes a reliably significant healing effect from aerobic exercise is possible. In turn, the following comparative study of the EG1, EG2, EG3, and CG data allowed us to obtain new data. Namely, in which of the experimental groups that differ from each other in terms of the load intensity, the experiment will be statistically proven to increase the level of physical health and functional development of the study participants (Figure 4 and 5).
As shown in figure 3 and 4, the number of the EG1 and the CG participants in the percentage for the three level groups after the experiment is significantly different at a confidence level of $p < 0.01$ according to the analysis of the physical health of the body and is not statistically equal at a confidence level of $p < 0.05$ according to the analysis functional capabilities of the body. In turn, the number of participants in the EG2 and the CG in the percentage for the three level groups is significantly different at a confidence level of $p < 0.05$ according to the method of analyzing the physical health of the body and is not statistically equal at a confidence level of $p < 0.01$ according to the method of analyzing the body’s functional capabilities. However, the number of participants in the EG3 and the CG as a percentage of the three level groups is statistically the same at a confidence level of $p > 0.05$, according to the methods used in the study. These data testify to the positive effect of the experiment only in the EG1 and EG2 groups; among the EG3 respondents, there was no statistically significant healing effect from the use of the author’s development. Moreover, the obtained mathematical and statistical data on both methods show a comparative equality of the athletes distribution in terms of the EG1 and the EG2 ($p > 0.05$). In turn, these data prove that the athlete’s optimal motor weekly regimen for a significantly significant healing effect is at least 75,000 steps according to the author’s model of athletes’ daily monitoring walking and running.

Discussion

The experimentally proven results of this study are consistent with the findings of other studies of the motor activity of people of different ages using the technologies of self-monitoring and self-diagnosis [3,13]. An analysis of studies on the dependence of increasing the physical health indicators of various ages athletes, in particular the cardiovascular system [6,7], on the increase in their physical activity during a certain fixed cycle proves the reliability and relevance of the results obtained in the study [8,18]. It is a systematic daily monitoring of aerobic activity that has a positive effect on the functional and health-saving development of the body. However, a significantly greater impact on working youth of 27 - 40 years, compared with athletes of student age.

Experts prove that classes using systematic monitoring of physical health [2,10] and differentiation and individualization of physical activity are one of the effective conditions for the formation of a motivational-value attitude to physical education and a healthy lifestyle [15]. Scientific work proves the effectiveness of increasing the daily number of steps taken by respondents to improve various functional

systems of the body and overall physical health [7,11]. The positive effects of the optimal motor mode, controlled by a pedometer, on the psychological characteristics of athletes are justified [19]. It ultimately leads to an increase in sports mass and an increase in the level of the population physical development, in particular youth [10]. However, the pedometer itself is not a factor motivating a person to change his activities [20] but acts only as a means of monitoring the process of achieving their goals [2]. In turn, the author’s study supplements previous scientific developments with the proposed holistic monitoring system. The scientific novelty of the study is determined by the obtained experimental data, confirmed by mathematical and statistical processing. Namely, that the athlete’s optimal motor weekly regimen for a significant healing effect should be at least 75,000 steps according to the author’s model of athletes’ daily monitoring walking and running [21-24].

Conclusion

The practical implementation of the monitoring system for daily aerobic physical activity of students and working youth stimulates respondents to increase their physical activity. The statistics revealed during the research allow us to conclude that the use of monitoring, including daily counting of steps while walking and running at different speeds and stairs, stimulates athletes to increase their daily, weekly and monthly activity. The findings of the study have showed that the impact of motor activity has a significantly greater impact on working youth from 28 to 40 years old. It can be explained by the fact that at a younger age a certain “health reserve” is still preserved. On the basis of mathematical and statistical processing of the results the research has proved that an active lifestyle at a high and medium motor level, including daily walking, running and ladder runs, significantly increases the level of physical health and functionality of students. Consequently, physical exercises performed not systematically and not at the optimal motor level are useless for the population in the health aspect.
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